
Each helmet must be equipped with a Basic Kit. It includes earphones, a microphone and two 
short wires (hanging from the underside of the helmet) that allow you to plug in various devices 
and the charger (for an e-box). The Basic Kit will permit you to listen to an music player or a GPS 
unit, etc., and talk on your cell phone. Basic Kits are specific for each helmet, so there is a Basic 
Kit for the N-102 (#1266), N-103 (#1291, not pictured) and a different one for the N-42 (#1267). 
The Kit can be installed in minutes inside the helmets, without any tools or modifications. 

To take full advantage of the Basic Kits, you’ll need an “e-box”. The e-box is a small, thin, black box that installs on 
the side of the helmet when you remove the small door that is located on the left side of all N-Com ready helmets. 
Each e-box comes with a charger and a battery. 

The Intercom e-box (#1265) fits on the side of your helmet. It allows for wired  
communication. It comes with a charger, a battery and an intercom wire. 
• Riding  Alone... If you ride alone, the Intercom e-box will allow you to answer your 
phone and control the volume of music or sound right on your helmet. 
• Riding With A Passenger... If you ride with a passenger, ONE Intercom ebox on 
the pilot’s helmet is all you need to have rider-to-passenger communication (with 
included intercom wire).

The BlueTooth® e-box (#1263) is a cable-replacement technology, aimed at eliminating 
wires between devices such as cell-phones and headsets. It comes with battery pack and 
charger. Small radio chips are installed into our BlueTooth® e-boxes to make your helmet 
compatible with any other BlueTooth® device such as your cell-phone (if it is BlueTooth® 
equipped), with your passenger’s helmet (also equipped with a BlueTooth® e-box), or with 
your GPS. The range between BlueTooth® devices is about 30 feet.

You will need the Multimedia Wire (#1261) in order to listen to external devices, such as an music player, GPS, 
etc.  The multimedia wire is NOT included with Basic Kits or e-boxes. It is sold separately. 

You will also need a Cell Phone Wire (with the BlueTooth® e-box, this wire is only necessary if your BlueTooth®  
connection is already busy with other devices). There are 7 different wires to accommodate all models of  
cellular phones. Go to our website, type “cell phone wire” in the search field, click on “Cell Phone Compatibility 
Chart”, or just contact us at: 800.222.1994 (United States, toll free) or 01.218.722.1927 (International). 
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BaSIC KIT INSTallEd 
ON aN N-102 HElMET

How does all THIs sTUFF work?

BaSIC KIT & INTERCOM E-BOx  
INSTallEd ON aN N-102 HElMET

Select one (if riding alone) or two (if riding with a passenger) communication-ready helmets: the N-102 (flip-up, #1262), the N-103 (flip-up, #1289) 
or the N-42 (open-face, #1258). If riding with a passenger, it does not matter which two helmets you choose. all styles communicate interchangably.
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